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Supplies:


Stamp Sets: Petal Palette (145785/145788); Buffalo Check (147797/147794)



Paper: Very Vanilla (101650); Soft Sea Foam (146988); Soft Suede (115318); Mossy Meadow (133676)



Inks: Soft Suede (147115); Mossy Meadow (147111)



Embellishments: True Gentleman Buttons (145596); Linen Thread (104199)



Adhesives: SNAIL Adhesive (104332); Glue Dots (103683) OR Tombow Multipurpose Liquid Glue
(110755)



Other: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine (143263); Pocket Framelits (143750); Paper Snips (103579);
Detailed Trio Punch (146320)

Measurements:


Soft Suede: 5 1/2” x 4-1/4” card base (landscape/score at top)



Soft Sea Foam: 5-3/8” x 4-1/8”; 3-1/2” x 3-1/2”



Very Vanilla: 2-3/8” x 3/4”; 5-3/8” x 4-1/8”



Mossy Meadow: Scrap

Instructions:
1. Cut and score all pieces as listed above.
2. Use Mossy Meadow ink to stamp the Buffalo Check onto both pieces of Sea Foam cardstock.
Tip: If you have trouble stamping a large background image try this method… Leave the stamp on the
table, ink it up, then gently place the cardstock on the stamp. Place a large Clear Block F (118483) over
it and apply even pressure. Take the clear block off and carefully lift the cardstock off the stamp.
3. Use the Pocket die to cut out the pocket from the smaller Sea Foam cardstock. Fold the tabs back
along the fold lines and press flat.
Note: If you are picky about getting the pocket to line up exact with the checkered pattern, be sure to
position the die properly so that they will line up once the pocket is cut. (If you look close at mine – the
lined squares are going to opposite direction. And – if you have the Pocket Full of Sunshine Stamp Set
(143719) – you can stamp the pocket stitching in Soft Suede BEFORE CUTTING to make it stand out a
little more)
4. Use the Tab die to cut the little tab out of Mossy Meadow. Cut the heart out of the tab using the Heart
die. Use Tombow or SNAIL to attach to pocket. +
**Do not forget to do this BEFORE you attach the pocket to the background layer!**
5. Use Soft Suede ink to stamp the sentiment from Petal Palette set onto the smaller piece of Very Vanilla
near the top. Round the top corners using the Detailed Trio Punch. Use Tombow or SNAIL to attach to
back of pocket.
6. Slip the Linen Thread through the buttons by going down through the top of one hole and up through
the bottom of the other hole. Tie into a knot and snip. Repeat for all four buttons. Use Glue Dots to
attach buttons along short side of Sea Foam background layer.
7. Use Tombow or SNAIL to attach pocket to background layer. Be sure to line up the squares as much as
possible. Use Tombow or SNAIL to adhere this layer to front of card.
8. Use Mossy Meadow Ink to stamp 3/4” of Buffalo check onto long side of the large Very Vanilla layer.
Use Tombow or SNAIL to adhere layer to inside of card.

